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We are delighted to present the 2022-23 TYE Yearbook. The pitches, learning, mentoring,
and students achievements from the 8 months spent in the program demonstrate the
immense impact of the TiE Young Entrepreneurs program. Inspiring young leaders to
grow in STEM and acquire the skills required to create their own business, develop
financial literacy, or get better jobs has been the cornerstone of the TYE Entrepreneurship
Academy. 
 
When we first welcomed this cohort of 70 high school students in the Fall of 2022, we
were looking forward to sharing and transferring know-how from the TiE Boston
community, in the hope that we would detect new talents and help them achieve their
dreams. Little did we anticipate then, that one of the teams from the cohort would go on
to make us proud by securing the Second Place at the Global Finals the following
Summer. Congratulations to team AquaSol, to their parents, and to the entire cohort that
worked collaboratively and independently to unleash their creative thinking. At this
celebratory moment, we would like to acknowledge the support of TYE sponsors: BNY
Mellon through the Alice P Chase Trust, State Street Bank, Cambridge Innovation Center,
and Suffolk University. The mentors and guest speakers who volunteered to honed
students skills are a crucial part of the program, and we are grateful for their time.
 
To the students of the graduating Class of 2022-23: we are incredibly proud of you and
your achievements. We believe that you will continue to make positive impacts on the
world around you. We hope that the lessons you have learned from your experiences in
TYE will continue to inspire and influence your lives. And, as you continue on this amazing
path, may you remain powerful ambassadors for the TYE program!
 
With best wishes for your next exciting chapter,

2022-23 TYE Boston Yearbook

Yash Shah
President, TiE Boston

Rowena Kay Mascarenhas
Executive Director, TiE Boston
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ADAM CARTER
Associate Program Director
TiE Young Entrepreneurs (TYE)
adam@boston.tie.org

Adam Carter is a creative, strategic thinker that has developed programs and
educational initiatives, achieving measurable results across educational, non-profit and
marketing sectors. He prides himself on being a global citizen and lifelong learner with
strong cross-cultural skills developed through 25 years of work and travel in 116
countries. 

Before becoming Associate Program Director for TYE, he was Academic Director of a
private academy in China and also taught social studies and literature in international
schools in Japan, Egypt and China. He created his own non-profit in 2009 and
continues to assist humanitarian projects in Ethiopia, Myanmar and Guatemala. Adam
holds degrees in Honor's Cultural Anthropology from University of Michigan, Master's
Degree in International Affairs from George Washington University's Elliott School and
a Master's Degree in Education from Moreland University. He was also a United Nations
Fellow (Washington, DC) and Fulbright Scholar (Spain). 

In his free time, Adam enjours practicing his four languages, traveling, cooking and hot
yoga.
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Marvin Vilma

Instructor
TiE Young Entrepreneurs (TYE)

Marvin Vilma is an educator, entrepreneur and nonprofit professional. His personal
mission is to partner with organizations seeking to invest in teaching & learning to drive
their success and innovation. As the Instructor for TYE Boston, he aspires to cultivate
students' interest in developing their mindset and skill set for entrepreneurial and
intrapreneurial activities. 

He is the Managing Director of Development at Let's Get Ready and Founding
Managing Director at Next Level Social Impact, and was previously a higher education
professional, classroom teacher and founder. Marvin was born and raised in Queens, NY
and attended Colgate University where he studied Sociology and French. He was a
Community Fellow with the Institute for Nonprofit Practice, and completed a Masters of
Science in Entrepreneurship Education at UPenn's Graduate School of Education. He is
currently an MBA candidate at Questrom School of Business at Boston University. 

Marvin enjoys traveling, Netflix binging, improving his culinary skills and spending time
with friends.
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Junior at Massachusetts Academy of Math & Science at Worcester Polytechnique Institute (WPI)
interested in medical science, technology, math, and research methods. 
Student Research intern at Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School. 
Won first-place award in National for Business Professionals of America, won a first-place award for
medical innovation in the New England Regional competition.
Won top twenty award at the Health Occupations Students of America (HOSA)international
leadership conference.
 
As a TYE 2021-22 participant, my team "Legendus" developed a start-up designed to let students
review and publish the literary pieces of their classmates. We created a business plan and executed
a peer-review communication hub for schools and students to read and critique classmates’
writing in an encouraging and incentivizing environment overseen by the school. 
 
My leadership role as TYE Co-Director taught me creative thinking, problem-solving, effective
collaboration with TiE Boston and industry leaders. In addition, I evaluated and mentored new
team ideas, and increased event outreach and marketing for TYE. I believe that tackling new
challenges, research and development, meaningful innovation, and entrepreneurial mindset is
crucial for our growth.
 
My favorite moment of being Co-Director in the 2023 program was lunch time and engaging in
conversations with student cohorts from different backgrounds and perspectives.

Shaurya Patni

C O - D I R E C T O R  P R O F I L E S
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C O - D I R E C T O R  P R O F I L E S

Raina Patel
As a TYE participant, we developed a business called FoodBound, which is an app that serves
as the middleman to deliver leftover food from restaurants to homeless shelters.

 Becoming a leader at TYE helped me better understand the process of developing a business
as well as taught me skills in communication, teamwork and how to be a profound leader. 

 My favorite aspect of being a co-director was being able to take advantage of my creative
freedom and have fun with the students to create marketing TikToks, interviews and more!

 I am interested in pursuing a career in entrepreneurship, finance and/or economics.
Throughout TYE, I was able to learn the ins and outs of a business and explore every aspect of
the field, this helped me to narrow down a career path for my future.
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C O - D I R E C T O R  P R O F I L E S

Nathan Riesenburger

Hi! I’m Nathan, and I started “Vitality” through TYE. Within Vitality, my team proposed an
innovative solution to measuring user blood pressure, temperature, and heart rate (along
with checking ECG for Atrial Fibrillation) from the wrist without any compression. Through
this, my team won 3rd Place in the TYE Boston Final Pitch Competition and 1st Place in
Massachusetts DECA for the EIP event. 

 As a co-director in TYE, I got to further understand the program’s value firsthand. I watched
the students grow from needing frequent mentoring to teaching me various leadership skills
and entrepreneurial concepts. Furthermore, my favorite part of being a co-director was
watching the culmination of this growth in the final pitch competition. The competition was
also a great reminder of my personal development through TYE. 
 While I was a student, I gathered strong interests in entrepreneurship and medicine which I
still pursue today. Along with pushing me towards fields I enjoy, TYE gave me the confidence,
leadership, and entrepreneurship skills that allowed me to later found my own medical club,
take on various initiatives, and pursue research.
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Varun Trivedi
Hi, I’m Varun Trivedi, and I worked with TYE to launch "Vitality." My team at Vitality came up
with a creative way to measure a user's blood pressure, temperature, and heart rate from the
wrist without compression. As a result, my team took home first place in Massachusetts DECA
for the EIP event and third place in the TYE Boston Final Pitch Competition. 

 As a Co-director of TYE (The Young Entrepreneurs), my leadership experience has profoundly
influenced my perspective on entrepreneurship. Overseeing and guiding young minds in
developing innovative projects has demonstrated entrepreneurship's immense value to our
community. Witnessing the transformative power of converting ideas into viable businesses has
shown me how entrepreneurial ventures can drive economic growth and address societal
challenges. 

 Furthermore, one of my favorite parts of being a director was the high growth of the students.
At first, many struggled with the concept of entrepreneurship, but in the end, they were helping
me understand and further my learning of entrepreneurship. All of them achieved so much
during the program, and seeing that has made me proud, as I was able to help create an
impact in someone's life. Just like these kids, TYE helped me understand the path of my future. I
understood that I am deeply interested in entrepreneurship, but my passion lies even more
closely with finance. 

 Exploring the world of business and investments excites me, and I am eager to leverage my
financial acumen to drive successful entrepreneurial ventures.
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C O - D I R E C T O R  P R O F I L E S

Vidhatri Pujar
As a TYE participant, our business idea was an attachment that goes on gym equipment that uses the
kinetic energy created by the workout to generate green energy to power the gym and send excess
energy to the grid to reduce the amount of greenhouse gases emitted in powering buildings like gyms.
Our team name was Electrocise and we won 1st place in the Boston TYE pitch competition (Best
Business Model).

As a co-director I got to see and sometimes guide the process of creating these ideas and the teamwork
and skills that are gained through the process from an outside perspective. I saw participants struggle at
the beginning of the year to even interact with their peers, and then by the end of the year be able to
confidently present to a crowd of complete strangers this idea that they had collaborated with others for
months and created. Being a co-director showed me how important entrepreneurship is, not just for the
ideas or companies that are created, but for the communication and oratorical skills that are gained in
the process as well. 

My favorite moment/aspect of being a co-director in the 2023 program was the mock pitch day a couple
weeks before the final pitch day. That day I was able to see the groups that had struggled and worked
hard every TYE session, and at home despite their school work, present with confidence this idea that
they had come up with and were so interested in. Additionally at the end of each presentation, I saw
how eager each team was to get back their feedback, and no disappointment in any team regardless of
the feedback, but instead constructive brainstorming and improvement that really showed growth in
each person and exemplified the entrepreneurial mindset.

The academic fields I am interested in are Computer Science and specifically Cybersecurity. I am also
very interested in Economics and Finance and hope to be able to pursue a career in that industry as well. 
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C O - D I R E C T O R  P R O F I L E S

Daksh Shah
 Hi, my name is Daksh Shah. My TYE business idea was a company named Vitality which created
a squeeze-free device meant to track patient vitals from this wrist. This made understanding
your health highly efficient, less expensive, and more comfortable. We got third place in the
final pitch competition along with winning the Entrepreneurial Passion Award. 

Being a Co-Director has impacted my opinion of leadership as it has taught me the meanings
of responsibility and accountability, and it has improved my ability to empathize with people. All
good leaders need to be and feel responsible and accountable for the actions of their group
members, good or bad because that is what makes them good leaders. Additionally, first being
a student and then a leader at TYE, I understand the problems and the struggles that students
go through when creating their business which helps me empathize with them. 

My favorite aspect of being a Co-Director in the 2023 Program is the opportunity to guide
people when they are in a tough spot. The ability to help students and then watch them
accomplish something or come up with a solution to their problem is a great feeling. 

Personally, I am interested in business finance which means studying financial management
and financial decision-making within companies. Additionally, it involves learning how the
business utilizes its funds to achieve its financial objectives.
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F I N A L  P I T C H  C O M P E T I T I O N

Our 2023 TYE Final Pitch Competition  was held at Suffolk Law School in
Beacon Hill in downtown Boston with over 100 entrepreneurs,

professionals and family members in attendance.
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Semi-final Round Judges
Benjamin Bungert (A)
Shari Worthington (A)

Tuan Ho (A)
Sudhakaran Prabakaran (A)

Sean McCarthy (B)
Kevin Warner (B)

Rikki Sarin (B)
Hiren Desai (B)

Final Round Judges 
Nilanjana Bhowmik

Kosta Ligris
Chris Lowell

Gaurav Mallik

J U D G E S
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  Team Name
  

  Mentor
  

  Members
  

  FIRST
PLACE
  

  B7: Aqua-Sol
   
  

  Girish Juneja
  

  Soham
  Kulkarni, Samarth Bedre, Jacob Slavsky, Anoop Rampure, Karthik
Pisupati
  

  SECOND
  PLACE
  

  A6: Debtify
   
   
  

  Khushi
Wadekar
   
   
  

  Prakruth Vikram, Arav Jain, Somya Lunavat,
  Varnika Alla, Sahil Dua, Tejas Kulkarni
  

  THIRD
PLACE
  

  B5: AutoPill
   
  

  Bala
  
Parameshwa
ran
  

  Dev Murcia, Hamir Pathania
  

  BEST
PROTOTYPE
  

  B6:
HappiCare
   
  

  Kuber
Bhalla
  

  Nidhi
  Ramesh, Rania Mansoor, Krisha Dani, Vrinda Heda, Suvi Carlile
  

  BEST LEAN
CANVAS
  

  A3: Connect 
  

  Priya Shah
  

  Neil Shah, Aditya
  Angaian, Alok Rao, Vishal Rampur, Arjun Baalan
  

 A W A R D  W I N N I N G  T E A M S
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G U E S T  S P E A K E R S
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Gaugarin Oliver George Ryan
Entrepreneur and Angel Investor at

CapeStart, FullIntel & Oliver G.
Foundation

CEO of Hatchwise and Founder of
Flocksy

Sheri Palazzo
Founder, Coach and Mentor at Saplings

Consulting and Senior Advisor for
Engineering & Operations with Altaeros

Using her work designing GPS hot-air balloons
as a model, Sheri led a hands-on workshop on

rapid prototyping, which involved students
drafting product details for a necklace design.

George and his brother/business partner led a
Logo Design and Branding Session, focusing
on the importance of a detailed Design Brief

and Logo Design how-to session.
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G U E S T  S P E A K E R S

Khusboo VaidyaSaniya Shah
Founder & CEO at EdCalibre and

Founder at Boarding Pass for Success.
Partner at ForUsApps, Forbes 30 under
30, Tedx Speaker & former CEO at Pilota

(Exited to Hopper). 

Khusboo led a tutorial about her gamified
education platform, explaining how customer
validation and successive prototypes resulted

in her final product.

Being an esteemed TYE alumni, Saniya
documented her entrepreneurial journey

from college through her founding (and exit)
from Hopper, and explained how she

founded her current start-up ForUsApps.
Students enjoyed learning from her

experiences.

Aakash Shah
Co-founder & CEO High Time Foods

and Partner at Wok Hospitality

Aksh spoke about the process and
importance of customer discovery in

the entrepreneurial process.
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GIRISH JUNEJA

CARLOS OLIVEIRA

SVP Chief Digital Officer at Dover Corporation

Product Specialist at Harvard Innovation Lab

Girirsh is a General Management executive with cross-functional
experiences in building technology driven businesses. He has
extensive leadership experience in P&L management, go-to-
market strategy, ISV & OEM channels, engineering, product
management and product marketing.

KHUSHI WADEKAR
Enterprise Platform Lead at Massachusetts Executive Office of
Technology Services and Security (EOTSS)

Khusi is an experienced IT professional with expertise in IT strategy,
cloud operations, enterprise architecture, data, portfolio, and project
management. Kushi is a senior level developer/engineer with
considerable experience in architecting Websphere environments,
including WebSphere Application server, MQ and Message Broker.

Carlos designs, tests, and runs digital products with 10+ years of
experience in digital product development, leading and partnering with
multi-skilled teams, managing and evolving human-centered products,
implementing digital transformation programs, and operating roadmaps
for innovative digital initiatives for healthcare, retail, media, agribusiness,
automotive and government industries.He excels at turning customer
evidence, market insights, data information, and even vague ideas, into a
concrete value proposition and solid business models.

M E N T O R  P R O F I L E S
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DASON CARMICHAEL

PRIYA KRISHNAN

Senior Account Executive at PRECISIONeffect

Chief Digital and Transformation Officer at Bright Horizons

Dason is a first-generation college graduate with a passion for
creating greater access to practical resources that support
minorities in career advancement and education. He is currently
working in healthcare as a Pharma marketing executive but also
possesses career experience in education and translation and
entrepreneurial experience through Colgate's Thought Into Action
incubator.

Priya is the Founder of Founding Years Learning Solutions Pvt Ltd. and
KLAY, which is India's leading childcare and schooling service provider
with over 150 company owned company operated centers in India. She
started the company with the intent of enabling women to get back to
work post childbirth and also works with corporates in near workplace
models to help them with creating solutions for the employees through
subsidies and underwriting.

SINDHURA GANGA
Head of Drug Product Development and Manufacturing at Atea
Pharmaceuticals

Sindhura brings over 15 years of experience in the pharmaceutical industry,
with an expertise in global manufacturing. She also has considerable
experience with drug product formulation development, tech transfer and
manufacturing activities.

M E N T O R  P R O F I L E S
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DEBA SAHOO

KUBER BHALLA

BALA PARAMESHWARAN

SVP, Senior Product Executive at Fidelity

Business Development Specialist at Apple Health 

Partner at Bain & Company

Fusing executive-level experience in strategy, technology, analytics, and
product management, Deba’s expertise is ‘building and operating’ high
performing product organizations. He has established a large product
organization from the ground up, while leading product mindset and agile
transformation, for $3.9 trillion assets financial services leader Fidelity
Investments. Besides being honored as a Global CPO 20, Deba is a
passionate advocate, thought leader and speaker on product leadership,
product management, and digital transformation. 

Kuber is a results-driven senior leader with extensive experience in
product innovation, business development, program design,
business process and team building within healthcare and other
industries. He is skilled in strategic planning and product design
with an excellent track record of launching global health programs.

Bala is an accomplished technology leader, helping organizations and
their customers realize the potential of digital transformation and
innovation. He has vast experience in executing large digital
transformation programs across a variety of industry verticals ranging
from retail, healthcare, education and financial services.

M E N T O R  P R O F I L E S
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BRITTANY RYAN

SESHU PASAM

TRAVIS MATTHEW

Principal at Sunrise Advisors and Founder & Venture Partner at NextGen

Chief Technology Officer at Ariksa, a computer & network security
company. 

Executive at Outsourcing & Management Concepts, Inc 
Co-founder at Emerging Fintech Forum
Executive & Creator at FoodsPass

Brittany is a healthcare strategist and operator with experience working
across life sciences companies, payers, providers, patients, caregivers, and
technology companies to design, commercialize, and manage new
businesses. She is currently Principal at Sunrise Advisors, helping health-
focused organizations define and commercialize solutions in collaboration
with their stakeholders, build new product and commercial capabilities, and
maximize their impact.

Seshu is a seasoned CTO/architect with 24 years of experience in a variety of
cross-functional areas, including team building, architecture, hands-on
implementation, rapid prototyping, security, mentoring, pre-sales, product
management, customer success, marketing, and IT tasks. His expertise in
Cloud, SaaS, Kubernetes/Container, Infrastructure/Application Security,
Distributed Systems, Microservices, and Big Data has helped startups grow
from the ground up, scaling from single digits to hundreds of employees.

Travis is an energetic, passionate, and results-oriented brand ambassador.
He is a marketing guru that is always developing a new innovative
approach to marketing and collaborations. His passions include: Fashion,
Finance, Foops.

M E N T O R  P R O F I L E S
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LAKSHMI JUNEJA
ECo-Founder & President, Kaiburr

SUHRID WADEKAR
Counsel at Goodwin Procter LLP

Dr. Wadekar has advised large corporations such as Ansys, HTC, and
Applied Materials, small companies, and start-ups, and research and
educational institutions such as Draper Labs and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, in various patent prosecution and litigation
matters related to: Software systems, Circuits and hardware systems,
Medical devices, Social media and advertising systems and other devices
and systems.

Lakshmi isan accomplished technology leader who excels at
delivering complex, mission critical products. She has deep program
and project management skills, valuable experience in pioneering
the startup of new organizations and possesses rich international
exposure and a natural ability to forge relationships across diverse
companies, cultures, and teams, with positive energy.

M E N T O R  P R O F I L E S
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P R O G R A M  F E E D B A C K

PARTICIPANTS

Dear Adam, I wanted to start off by saying that I had such an amazing
experience with TYE and that I have learned so much. TYE has really
taught me more on how to properly start a business and it has helped
me become more confident and improve my presentation skills. I am
very grateful for both you and Marvin, and all the help you gave
us!...Once again, thank you so much for everything. I hope to hear from
you soon!  Sincerely, Iesha Patel

Dear Mr. Carter, I wanted to express my enormous gratitude for all that you have done for
me in TYE this year. From the moment the program began, you have been deeply
inspirational to me. Hearing you speak of your experiences and work in India at the
beginning of the year really resonated with me, and cemented in my mind an
understanding that entrepreneurship is so much more than initially meets the eye, and
that it can have a tangible effect on people's lives. This experience was no doubt a product
of the tremendous effort that both you and Mr. Vilma put into making it a meaningful one.
I am so appreciative of this; the experience is one that I will never forget, one that has
inspired and taught me in ways that will impact me for the rest of my life. Thank you so
much for your kindness, thoughtfulness, and guidance! I am so grateful to have had this
opportunity to learn from you. Best Wishes, Dev
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P R O G R A M  F E E D B A C K

TYE has helped me grow not only as a leader, but also as an entrepreneur. It
has helped me realize that if you work hard and focus on your goals,
anything is possible. TYE has also helped me realize that connections are so
important in this world, and TYE gave me a great opportunity to connect and
meet new great people. I will forever be grateful for the experience that TYE
has offered me, and to my team who gave me all these fond memories. -
Karthik Pisupati, AquaSol

TYE Globals has taught me one important thing, which is perseverance. In the
competition, every other team seems like they are going to win. But the best
thing to do is to just keep going and presenting the best you can. This was one
of the concepts that I believe led to our team's success. The experience and
skills that I learned from TYE Globals will help me become a more successful
person in our current world. Soham Kulkarni, AquaSol

PARTICIPANTS
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P R O G R A M  F E E D B A C K

Dear Adam,
I was catching up with Vivaan this week, and while he has some distance to cover, he has
been extremely complimentary of the entire experience this past year. When we signed him
up, he was a bit apprehensive about the program even though his elder brother (Vikrant)
had been through it and remains a big advocate of it. He has gained tremendous value from
the sessions and the partnership with his team to create something. There is a distinct and
noticeable progression in his sense of confidence, belief in his capabilities, and appreciation
of what it takes to create a new venture. I truly believe that these newly acquired skills will
guide and shape a well-rounded perspective in the years to come. 

Thanks, Sumeet

PARENTS

Hello Adam , 
It was very nice meeting you on Saturday during TYE finals. Thanks so much for
giving Raina this amazing opportunity as a co-coordinator and beyond. Skill set
she has learned, during her TYE year and her volunteer year, is a real achievement.
She has gained great confidence and is able to develop good leadership skills that I
could see transferred to her other activities. I am sure future cohort students will
also gain excellent experience. Hoping Raina can be part of TYE in some capacity.
Thanks to Marvin and you for this amazing year for Raina.

Shraddha Oza-Patel (Raina Patel’s mom)
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Adam does an excellent job communicating to parents and keeping them informed about monthly
others. Very thorough and detailed updates every time.

Dear Adam,
I  just wanted to write and share our thanks for all your hard work and leadership during this TYE
session. You created a program that was really engaging and allowed Suvi and the rest of her cohort to
dive into the challenges (and the fun) of entrepreneurship, and we saw how much Suvi deepened her
understanding of and passion for developing ideas, and building products and companies that can help
to make the world a better place. You brought an inspiring creative perspective to each session, and
have an incredible positive energy that is so needed in engaging youth. We really appreciated being kept
in the loop, and seeing all the ideas and friendships develop throughout the program.

Naranth Carlille

P R O G R A M  F E E D B A C K

PARENTS
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We extend our heartfelt gratitude to BNY Mellon, Cambridge Innovation Center (CIC),
Suffolk University and State Street Bank for their invaluable sponsorship and
unwavering support. Their commitment to fostering innovation and nurturing the
next generation of entrepreneurs is truly commendable. With their generous
contributions, we have been able to create an enriching environment that empowers
aspiring students to turn their ideas into reality. Their belief in the potential of our
program not only empowers individual students but also fuels the growth of our local
economy and community as a whole. Their partnership serves as a shining example
of how collaboration between the corporate and academic worlds can drive positive
change. Once again, we thank them for their dedication and investment in the future
of entrepreneurship.

S P O N S O R S  &  P A R T N E R S
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C O H O R T  A  

An app that helps users become aware about how
much carbon emission they produce on a daily
basis and allows users to automatically purchase
carbon offsets based on that data.

EmissionX
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

VIDEO

Carlos Oliveira  

Aarushi Kamra
Armaan Kamra
Suprabh Rana
Akhil Gaddamadugu
Aditya Aggarwal
Zubbin Gupta
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-i37UZNBh1AQetlsoGpwqGOV5GjBwz3oaD-H8JcZs9o/edit#slide=id.g242a430dedc_0_5
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Wd9I_DQjSfz_kHQxymS1HGa8Ak58d7bdugJK6yTBzkU/edit#slide=id.p14
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mdtTlTRxdPboqbfHhPFhQ5jdq0pt6FoM/view


PeerCoach is an online platform that matches high
school athletes to a variety of private coaches, who are
college athletes. Depending on the college, athlete and
coach would meet at the coach's college facilities or a
public facility. This offers a cheap, new perspective from
the traditional private coaching.

PeerCoach
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

VIDEO

Deba Sahoo

Seth Rao
Shaanveer Gupta
Nikhil Shoheen
Aadi Aaryan
Aayush Bhandary

C O H O R T  A  
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Cos9T494VzZcHBJYzYX7s5Y344K2XGiNycpAnY355ZE/edit#slide=id.ge7e2457aca_0_1756
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Cos9T494VzZcHBJYzYX7s5Y344K2XGiNycpAnY355ZE/edit#slide=id.ge7e2457aca_0_1756
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NT4MCoV0IhxQ0AHREVblTiVNyNCxoW2oNT_QnNz8o-Y/edit#slide=id.p14
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1trE2SS0kzLAPTesgcfPXy8yWy8qif1kG/view?usp=drive_link


Heal Us is an application that explores accessible and
affordable ways to help people who have had
experiences with sexual abuse, by providing resources
such as an open forum, and healing workshops that
include writing, painting, ceramics, and yoga classes.

Heal Us
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

VIDEO

Sindhura Ganga

Anna Costache 
Juhi Kundu 
Anish Kulkarni
Iesha Patel 
Crunchy Sharma 
Pragathi Ram

C O H O R T  A  
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Lt_EHyBnBT8gydOBRf4LvOVGR8MPoK9Gtmx3u9xG6bE/edit#slide=id.g1e27c002c86_0_77
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qBSKw-HrCqJOXxlsXlOejlIT_oYTsQsqn7jOj6nlUeE/edit#slide=id.p14
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nHb7ZagaVw84ztL15yhuVCM4byqsRQv0/view


Connect, founded by 5 high school students, provides
accessible mental health resources for young people.
With therapy sessions, AI advisor, and educational
courses, our goal is to create a supportive community
for students to thrive in.

Connect
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

VIDEO

Priya Shah

Neil Shah 
Aditya Angaian
Alok Rao
Vishal Rampur
Arjun Baalan

C O H O R T  A  
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1HhmVq1HDZ8oUV1jDjtt-F6cfx57SK2CckXd1ItqM6tE/edit#slide=id.p2
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1qBSKw-HrCqJOXxlsXlOejlIT_oYTsQsqn7jOj6nlUeE/edit#slide=id.p14
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nHb7ZagaVw84ztL15yhuVCM4byqsRQv0/view


Time4Mom
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

Time4Mom is a platform that supports postpartum
mothers by providing them with affordable and
personalizable activities to enrich their busy schedules.
Our on-demand library features exclusive wellness
content and live master classes, all developed by
professionals who have experienced postpartum. 

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Devon Dason Carmichael

Vaidehi Gupta
Anya Gupta
Sydney McMahon
Sanjula Jakati
Palomi Nihalani
Shrey Shah

C O H O R T  A  
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12BH32gBSIL0g62r1LtwK0y1tRUEyjKkpxJsuw3xm4g8/edit#slide=id.g23f4c62a35d_1_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CWiwqat6NXnLqTMFW7Zl3b0xtOG7x80wTKMFs-decig/edit#slide=id.p14


C O H O R T  A  

Debtify is a multi-purpose portal created to relieve
student debt. Allowing students to gather funds from
others, seek scholarships, and claim multiple job
opportunities are just some of the ways we plan to help
students relinquish and avoid thousands of dollars of
college debt.

Debtify
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Khushi Wadekar

Prakruth Vikram 
Arav Jain
Somya Lunavat
Varnika Alla
Sahil Dua
Tejas Kulkarni
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12BH32gBSIL0g62r1LtwK0y1tRUEyjKkpxJsuw3xm4g8/edit#slide=id.g23f4c62a35d_1_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CWiwqat6NXnLqTMFW7Zl3b0xtOG7x80wTKMFs-decig/edit#slide=id.p14


C O H O R T  B

Motiva
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

Productivity is a major issue for students, especially those
in older grades. Motiva is an app that offers customized
study tips, schedules, rewards, and works on all devices.
It’s also inclusive of all disabilities, which is not common.
Our app is marketed two ways, licensed to districts, and
sold DTC with a subscription model.

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Brittany Ryan

Sarayu Mudundi
Avani Jain
Nishanth Veeragandham
Zara Shaikh
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C O H O R T  B

Vitamaxx
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

Vitamaxx is a lifestyle app that helps users get all the
vitamins they are missing. Our app takes in users eating
habits and suggests changes that the user should make
to live healthier. Users enter their food data through an
Ai-based system and receive foods and recipes they
should eat.

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Seshu Pasam

Aunshka Kaitkay
Anuj Majumder
Aarush Raj
Mihir Kulkarni
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C O H O R T  B

ShareWear is an online trading platform that aims to
prevent excess clothing waste and promote reusing
clothes. It allows users to negotiate deals in which they
can buy, rent, or trade clothing items. 

ShareWear
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK
LEAN CANVAS

Lakshmi Juneja

Samarth Chetan
Neel Sathiyanantnan
Sritan Devineni
Dushyant Singh
Bhargava Vetsa
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YIpjaW0LS4YLdotoEJ-mC5HiimEqsIvu1QPsOiLOKxo/edit#slide=id.g23f9186c554_0_1


C O H O R T  B

Eduplay is an app that helps students with time
management and productive studying, while rewarding
them in games if they do so. Our app will allow high
school students to manage their work and give them a
way to turn it into a reward. We hope to give students
the motivation to complete their work.

Eduplay
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Travis Matthew

Mihir Shyam
Yash Patel
Vivaan Sabharwal
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1toknZH2jq5iklQ9A_BLxPyPIJtsXhXyq1OCCe4rIWJU/edit#slide=id.p
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Hh_xMfc3xMGqOAyJu9cOHT9-EYHOQCxOqLGkXfEg3ss/edit#slide=id.p14


C O H O R T  B

AutoPill is an automated pill dispenser for seniors that
manages medications to prevent missed doses and
medication overdose. It also features a. wearable
vibrating device to alert users when to take medications
based on inputted timings into the correlated app. 

AutoPill
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

LEAN CANVAS

Bala Parameshwaran

Hamir Pathania
Dev Merchia
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1toknZH2jq5iklQ9A_BLxPyPIJtsXhXyq1OCCe4rIWJU/edit#slide=id.p


C O H O R T  B

Safe ink is a water Filtration company that gives you
Affordable and accessible safe water to ensure your
safety and the safety of your water.

SafeSink
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

Suhrid Wadekar

Henry Ramanathan
Jack Ramanathan
Agastya Parulekar
Arnav Manchala
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12Ope1OgCxxQ5QqYWEm9AaabDyht86zSZLMj8Ne9rvjQ/edit#slide=id.g21fdca13375_0_12


C O H O R T  B

Aqua-Sol uses water-cooled radiators to enhance panel
efficiency and extend panel lifespan. By circulating
water through the radiators, we provide a solution for
solar panel cooling which increases energy output and
increases the longevity of panels.

Aqua-Sol 
TEAM NAME

MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

Girish Suneja

Soham Kulkarni
Samarth Bedre
Jacob Slavsky
Anoop Rampure
Karthik Pisupati

LEAN CANVAS
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12Ope1OgCxxQ5QqYWEm9AaabDyht86zSZLMj8Ne9rvjQ/edit#slide=id.g21fdca13375_0_12
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18zLNTN7jJ3Wxg8TfDsCu4PC-hCC6oJiIjz31FDEgQRs/edit#slide=id.p14


C O H O R T  B

HappiCare is a simple tracking device that measures
stress and happiness in healthcare workers through the
click of one of two buttons. Our goal is to minimize
physician burnout so that both patients and doctors feel
satisfied with the quality of care at their hospital.

HappiCare
TEAM NAME MENTOR

MEMBERS

OUR IDEA

PITCH DECK

Kuber Bhalla

Nidhi Ramesh
Rania Mansoor
Krisha Dani
Vrinda Heda
Suvi Carlile 

LEAN CANVAS

C O H O R T  1 8
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/12Ope1OgCxxQ5QqYWEm9AaabDyht86zSZLMj8Ne9rvjQ/edit#slide=id.g21fdca13375_0_12
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/18zLNTN7jJ3Wxg8TfDsCu4PC-hCC6oJiIjz31FDEgQRs/edit#slide=id.p14
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